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ABSTRACT
Gathering requirements in a domain problem is a challenging
task for which several agent-oriented solutions have been de-
vised. The high-level abstraction of agent concepts and their
associated semantics eases this elicitation. Nevertheless, this
does not ensure that the specification reflects what the cus-
tomer demands. A frequent validation technique consists in
building a prototype so that the customer can appreciate the
result of the conversations with the analysts. The creation of
such system requires time and money, and thus the indus-
try would appreciate means of reducing these costs. This
paper addresses this problem trying to prevent unnecessary
developments. The proposal consists in capturing require-
ments with a framework based on the analysis of human
societies named SCAT. This framework is generic enough to
be domain independent and uses concepts similar to those
in Agent-Oriented Software Engineering. Specifications cap-
tured with SCAT are described at low cost, since only gen-
eral principles are required, and get the extra advantages of
being both executable and verifiable. Besides, the resulting
instantiation of the framework can be translated later onto
a specific methodology if the required transformation rules
are developed.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.1 [Software Engineering]: Requirements/Specifica-
tions—elicitation methods, languages, tools

General Terms
Documentation, Languages, Verification

Keywords
Social properties, Simulation, Formal proof, Activity The-
ory, Requirements elicitation, Agent-Oriented Software En-
gineering

1. INTRODUCTION
Defining valid and correct requirement specifications re-

mains a challenging task for software projects. Given a do-
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main problem, a development team may realize too late that
the original requirements were wrong since they did not cap-
ture what the customer wanted. Any delay in this detection
have an important impact in the project, as the later the
mistake is found, the greater is the cost of fixing it. The
application of agent concepts has provided some aids in the
early detection of mistakes in these specifications.

The goal-oriented modelling promotes goals as the key
concept in requirements. Lamsweerde reviews some of its
approaches in [20], being two relevant examples Tropos [10]
and KAOS [4]. Despite of their focus on goals, both of
them require producing detailed specifications of the prob-
lem in order to evaluate the validity of the requirements.
These extended specifications are far beyond the mere use
of goals and they are described with some kind of formalism,
whose use requires a high-level of expertise. Although either
KAOS or Tropos could generate a prototype in the tradi-
tional sense, they provide also other alternative means to
check the requirements without formal methods. These al-
ternatives demand less effort to produce specifications than
the formal options, but they are also less powerful analytical
tools.

Non goal-oriented methodologies, like Passi [3] or ADEL-
FE [1], deal with requirements by means of use cases. The
way to proceed once use cases have been identified differs
from one methodology to another, but all of them require a
quite complete multi-agent system specification to be able
to validate the requirements by execution. That is, these ap-
proaches manually validate the requirements using the pro-
totypes.

Both goal and use case oriented approaches can benefit
of automated code generation facilities. Examples of these
processes can be found in Executable UML (Executable Uni-
fied Modelling Language) [13] and INGENIAS [11]. Exe-
cutable UML (xUML) is an extension of UML 2.0 intended
for model driven development with transformations. As
xUML is object-oriented, it must be extended and adapted
for its with agent concepts. This is the case of the work with
protocols in Agent UML reported in [7]. INGENIAS also
permits to quickly develop a system from a partially com-
pleted specification. In this case, the departure modelling
language is agent-oriented and the prototypes are built by
instantiation of code templates with information from mod-
els. This kind of model-driven developments reduces the
cost of later modifications in the requirements, as an im-
portant part of the implementation is automatically made.
Nevertheless, it is subject of the same restrictions of the
previous approaches, as there are no specialized means of



capturing and validating requirements others than carrying
out an agent-oriented development.

Related with both the formal analysis and the use of pro-
totypes, this paper proposes validating a requirement spec-
ification by means of its execution, the inspection of its
traces, and the verification of developer-defined properties.
Proposing the direct execution of specifications to ensure
their validity is not new. For instance, Gravell and Hender-
son [12] defend the benefits of executable specifications and
recommend complementing them with methods like manual
or automatic inspection of the specifications. In order to be
useful in this setting, the effort to produce these specifica-
tions should imply a lower cost than producing a prototype
or a formal specification. Note that this line is different from
that of code generation. The xUML or INGENIAS models
are transformed to generate prototypes that are the object
of the verification while, in this case, checking happens over
the original specifications.

The approach in this paper addresses requirement specifi-
cation with the SCAT (Situation Calculus for Activity The-
ory) framework for the development of Artificial Societies
based on the Activity Theory. The Activity Theory (AT)
[21] is a paradigm from the Social Sciences that analyzes hu-
man societies focusing on their contextualized activities. An
Artificial Society (AS) [18] is a synthetic representation of a
society. AS are related with the computational study of so-
cieties but not particularly with AT. The operational seman-
tics of SCAT is an AT extension of the Situation Calculus
according to the ConGolog [5] implementation. The advan-
tage of this formalism is that its implementation enables ex-
ecutable specifications. A SCAT specification uses high-level
AT concepts with semantics close to agent-oriented ones [8].
This allows transferring [9] the acquired knowledge to an
agent-oriented methodology, which is better suited for the
engineering of the system. When compared with other alter-
natives, SCAT offers some features that suggest it can trim
down the cost of checking requirements through execution:

• SCAT handles only concepts of high level of abstrac-
tion. Hence, a SCAT specification is not blurred by
low level details.

• The number of elements needed to describe a meaning-
ful specification is low. It suffices declaring the partic-
ipating entities, dependencies, and what is going to be
run to perform validation tests.

• SCAT predicates semantics are intuitive. They are
based on common concepts of everyday life used by
AT to explain the behaviour of human societies.

• SCAT does not compel to incorporate time reasoning
in the specification. This prevents effort on behalf the
developer.

These advantages imply in exchange certain tradeoffs in
the capabilities of SCAT. The most relevant one is that the
level of detail that SCAT can capture is reduced if com-
pared to what other formalisms [4, 10] allow. However, it
must be noticed that SCAT is not intended to capture for-
mally the requirements, but to provide an inexpensive way
of early detecting mistakes in the specification, so that the
real development can start in better conditions.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
briefly presents AT. The SCAT framework is introduced in

Sect. 3, which describes the language and its grammar, and
Sect. 4, which reports its implementation using ConGolog
[5] and some hints about its execution. Section 5 shows an
example of requirements elicitation and specification with
SCAT. Section 6 describes how a SCAT program can be
translated to a software methodology, INGENIAS [11] in
this case. INGENIAS was chosen due to its extensive tool
support for visual modelling, code generation, and reporting
facilities. Related work regarding the execution of specifica-
tions as means to increase the knowledge about requirements
is discussed in Sect. 7. Finally, we present some conclusions
about the approach.

2. ACTIVITY THEORY
The Activity Theory (AT) [21] is a framework for the anal-

ysis of human groups focused on their contextualized acts.
These acts are called activities and constitute the minimal
meaningful unit to understand human actions. Their con-
text comprehends the socio-physical environment and their
historical development. This section introduces the main
AT concepts through examples from the case study of this
paper.

The term activity [6] refers to a process intended to trans-
form some object into the outcome that satisfies the needs of
the subject of that activity. For instance, a researcher work-
ing in a department do research transforming the available
knowledge in papers that contain the solution for a given
problem. The subject is the participant or group whose
agency is chosen as the point of view in the analysis. Po-
tential subjects are the agents, people using a software sys-
tem, or their societies. In our example, the researcher is the
subject. The objects of the activity can be raw materials
or mind structures. Our researcher transforms knowledge
to generate new knowledge for a paper. The subject’s needs
that motivate the performance of the activity are their objec-
tives. Some objectives for our researcher can be contributing
to mankind knowledge or obtaining merits for a job post.

The relations between subject and object are not direct
but mediated by several kinds of elements. The subject al-
ways acts over the object through tools. Tools can be phys-
ical or symbolic, external or internal, and crystallizes the
experience of the group in the process. Following our exam-
ple, the researcher uses as tools previous experiences writing
papers and devices like the laptop or the word processor.
The community includes those subjects related in any way
(e.g. by use, ownership, or awareness of the existence) with
the objects of the activity. Communities in the research ac-
tivity can be that of the researchers in the same field, the
department where the researcher works, or the family and
friends, as all of them may have some kind of influence over
the activity. A community is moulded by the division of
labour and the rules. The division of labour establishes the
role of the actors in the community, the power that they
hold, or the tasks they are responsible of as related with the
transformation process. The rules, norms, and conventions
of the communities that constrain the activity are encom-
passed under the concept rules. These mediating entities
and their relations make explicit the influence of the envi-
ronment in which the activity happens and the historical
and social development of it.

All the previous elements (i.e. an activity and its subjects,
objects, outcomes, tools, objectives, communities, rules, and
divisions of labour) constitute an activity system, that is,



Program = Neighbourhood+ Entities+ Relations+ ATDeclaration∗ Instance+ Universe+

Neighbourhood = neighbourhood(ID, [IDList]).
Entities = entities(ID, IDList, [ElemList]).

ElemList = elem(ID, ATRole) | elem(ID, ATRole), ElemList

ATRole = activity | subject | object | tool | outcome | objective | community |
rules | divisionOfLabour | action | operation

Relations = relations(ID, [IDList], [RelList]).

RelList = rel(ID, ATRel, ID, ID) | rel(ID, ATRel, ID, ID), RelList

ATRel = executedBy | transform | use | produce | try | accomplishedBy |
ruledBy | organizedBy

Instance = instance(ID, ID, [IDList]).

ATDeclaration = pursue(ID, ID). | decompose(ID, [IDList]). | duration(ID, Int).

Universe = universe(ID, [IDList], [IDList]).
IDList = ID | ID, IDList

Figure 1: SCAT grammar

the context of the activity. Such a context is a mandatory
prerequisite to understand truly the whole system and its
ruling principles, and to improve its engineering [6].

At the same time, an activity system is made up of, and
embedded into, neighbourhoods of nested activities, actions,
and operations, all of which could be conceived as separate
activity systems depending on the observer’s perspective.
An action is a task that pursues goals non-relevant individ-
ually but that contribute to a primary goal. For instance,
writing the paper is part of the research and, although re-
quired to complete the activity, does not satisfy by itself the
objective of generating knowledge. An operation is a con-
crete realization of an action for specific circumstances. For
instance, writing the paper can be done in a word proces-
sor or by hand. In these neighbourhoods, factors that affect
the current activity system could be the outcome of other
activity systems. Typical examples of these situations are
activities that produce the components of the activity sys-
tems of other activities or even new activities. For instance,
the researcher produce some experimental results that are
part of the knowledge transformed as objects in the writing
of the paper. For the remaining discussion, the term task
stands for activities, actions, and operations when the dif-
ferences between them are not relevant. The term artifact
refers to any concept of an activity system.

3. SCAT GRAMMAR AND INFORMAL SE-
MANTICS

SCAT (Situation Calculus for Activity Theory) is a mod-
elling, simulation, and verification framework for the analy-
sis of societies. It is intended for practitioners of Social Sci-
ences through a domain specific language [19]. The language
allows specifying AS following the AT guidelines seen in
Sect. 2. SCAT specifies AS with universes made up of neigh-
bourhoods describing general patterns of behaviour and in-
stances of them that characterize actual behaviours in the
system.

Figure 1 presents the main rules of the grammar of SCAT
with an EBNF-like notation. Terminal symbols are high-
lighted using a bold font. All the identifiers of elements are
unique in the specification, although an element (but not a
relation) can be declared several times with different roles.
For instance, the same element can be the outcome of an
activity and be used as a tool in other activity. Notice that

following the Prolog notation used in ConGolog [5], square
brackets do not indicate optional elements but are the termi-
nal symbols for lists. For instance, [ElemList] corresponds
to a SCAT list where ElemList defines its elements separated
by commas.

A SCAT program comprehends declarations about sev-
eral aspects, being some of them optional. A neighbourhood
defines a parameterized network of activity systems with its
participants declared in the entities declaration and their de-
pendencies in the relations declaration. ATDeclarations are
primitives adding extra information about individual enti-
ties. The instances define the actual activity systems by
grounding some of the neighbourhoods. The universe is the
set of instances that are going to be studied along with the
actual participants that exists previously to the execution of
any activity.

A neighbourhood declaration associates an identifier ID
to a network of linked activity systems. It allows declar-
ing as parameters the entities for the neighbourhood that
can be externally set with the argument IDList. This way,
the neighbourhood declaration can be reused with different
actors.

The entities in the neighbourhood need to be associated to
the roles they play within its activity systems. The entities
declaration has as arguments, in order of appearance, the ID
of the neighbourhood previously defined, a list of parameters
that is the same as in the corresponding neighbourhood, and
a list of elements. Each elem description includes an ID
for its element, which can match a particular entity of the
world or one of the parameters, and the role that it plays
in that neighbourhood according to the AT. The different
roles are extracted from the AT formalization presented in
[8]. They correspond to the entities used to depict an UML-
AT diagram. For more information, we invite readers to
review the original work.

The relations declaration describes the dependencies be-
tween entities according to the AT. The first two arguments
are the same as for an entities declaration. The last argu-
ment is the list of relationships among the entities previously
defined for the neighbourhood. A rel declaration has four
arguments: an ID for the relationship, the kind of AT rela-
tionship, and the entities it connects. The different kinds of
relations are extracted as well from [8]. According to that
definition, the elements connected by the relationship must
play concrete AT roles. For instance, an executedBy rela-



tion indicates that a subject is responsible of the execution
of an activity. Hence, it declares a capability of the subject.
Another example is produce that establishes the concrete
outcome generated by the execution of an activity.

An instance declaration establishes a parameterization of
a neighbourhood. Its first two arguments are the identifiers
of the instance and the associated neighbourhood, and the
third one is a list of values that grounds the parameters of
the neighbourhood.

Besides the general declarations about activity systems,
SCAT allows making statements about individual elements
with ATDeclarations. The declaration pursue establishes
that a subject tries to achieve an objective. A declaration
decompose describes how an artifact is obtained composing
other artifacts (this is the case for activities realized through
actions and actions through operations). Finally, duration
expresses how many units of time take the execution of an
operation. Without an explicit declaration, an operation
needs one unit of time.

Finally, a universe refers to a set of instances whose evo-
lution along time has to be observed. They correspond to
scenarios where the different actors are tested. The argu-
ments of this declaration are the identifier of the universe,
since there can be several under inspection, its list of in-
stance identifiers, and a list of elements initially available.
All the elements existing in the universe must appear in this
declaration or be produced by some activity.

4. SCAT IMPLEMENTATION
The predicates in the previous section characterize uni-

verses independently of their execution model. This allows
certain types of static verification of the systems (like find-
ing contradictions in the specifications in the line of [8]), but
it does not allow checking their dynamic behaviour. For this
purpose, SCAT needs an operational semantics that deter-
mines how universes evolve over time with the execution of
tasks and the way in which subjects select the tasks to ex-
ecute. This evolution has two important requisites. First,
interruption of tasks must be allowed at any moment, as sub-
jects can be unable, or do not want, to finish them. Second
and to ease the analysis, the semantics must provide a sorted
account of the events in the execution over a timescale. The
issue of the universe evolution is addressed through an ex-
tension of ConGolog [5]; a standard implementation of the
choice of tasks is provided following the Rationality Princi-
ple [15].

The introduction already points out that the operational
semantics of SCAT is built upon ConGolog, which is a Pro-
log implementation of the Situation Calculus. The Situation
Calculus (SC) deals with the evolution of a system, whose
initial state is a term s0, by means of actions performed over
states (the ConGolog term do(action, state)). The pre
and post conditions of these actions are determined through
customized frame axioms. These axioms determine what
changes as a consequence of the execution of the actions and
also explicitly state what remains unaltered after an action
execution.

There are other extensions of SC different from ConGolog.
Concretely, Pinto and Reiter [16] or Zimmerbraun and Scherl
[22] deal with the integration of time into SC, but the results
do not meet the needs of this concrete development. Pinto
and Reiter [16] do not permit interruptions in the execution
of activities and Zimmerbraun and Scherl [22] do not indi-

cate when events appear over an absolute timescale. The
solution applied in SCAT uses flags similar to those of [22]
to mark the beginning and the end of the different tasks, as
well as absolute marks of time in the different states, similar
to those of the Event Calculus [14].

SCAT over ConGolog
Roughly, a universe is regarded as a set of ConGolog sys-
tems where multiple subjects simultaneously perform tasks.
These tasks affect to their activity systems and have collat-
eral effects in other systems through shared elements. The
tasks need a time for their execution whose account demands
an explicit representation of time. For this purpose, SCAT
codifies its own quanta of time. Every universe includes a
special non-declared subject called cronos that is responsi-
ble of time passing. It executes an atomic activity called
tick dividing the quanta. A basic operation may begin and
end its execution at the same or different quanta depend-
ing on its duration. To point out these facts in the SCAT
framework, the basic unit of operation becomes the doing

term:

doing(Context, ID, Flag, Subject, Task, Params)

It corresponds to the begin or the end of the execution of
a task (i.e., AT activity, action, or operation). Its parame-
ters are identifiers of elements in a neighbourhood plus some
additional elements for the management of the doings. A
Subject executes the doing related with a Task. The Flag

takes values among three terms: shot, begin, and end. The
value shot is only used with environment events that take
zero units of times (i.e., they happen in just one quantum);
begin and end indicate the start or the end of the execution
of a task respectively, and are used in all the other cases.
Each task execution in a run has an identifier ID, that is
unique for a doing term with a shot flag, but shared by the
terms for the same execution of a task with flags begin and
end.

Following the SC, the evolution of a universe is described
as a sequence of doing terms from an initial state s0. With
the exception of the subject cronos, whose choices of doings
are part of the execution environment, all the other subjects
are able to decide when they want to execute a doing. These
choices are considered with the chooseDoing predicate:

chooseDoing(Subject, State, Doing)

The predicate takes the identifier of the subject that has to
choose a doing at a given setting indicated by State. This
state is a sequence of doings beginning in s0, or the special
term now to indicate the current state as in ConGolog.

Analysis of Requirements
SCAT programs built upon ConGolog get benefit of the
standard resolution algorithm of Prolog, although it affects
its scalability. Concretely, they can return every possible
result (i.e. sequence of doing terms) that satisfies a given
universe. SCAT programs are executed looking for the equi-
librium of the society or the possibility of reaching a state
that satisfies some constraints. The concept of equilibrium
refers to a state where some society features do not change
or they change in cycles. Examples are those of a universe
completed or one where a subject always performs the same
activity without achieving the desired effect in the environ-
ment. The second group of tests refers to the existence of



neighbourhood(research,
[Researcher, Paper]).

entities(research, [Researcher, Paper],
[elem(Researcher, subject),
elem(write, activity),
elem(createKnowledge, objective),
elem(Paper, outcome)]).

relations(research, [Researcher, Paper],
[rel(r1, try, write, createKnowledge),
rel(r2, executedBy, write, Researcher),
rel(r3, produce, write, Paper)]).

duration(write, 2).

neighbourhood(teaching, [Teacher]).
entities(teaching, [Teacher],

[elem(Teacher, subject),
elem(instruct, activity),
elem(transmitKnowledge, objective)]).

relations(teach, [Teacher],
[rel(r4, try, instruct, transmitKnowledge),
rel(r5, executedBy, instruct, Teacher)]).

neighbourhood(job, [Employee, Post]).

entities(job, [Employee, Post],
[elem(Employee, subject),
elem(apply, activity),
elem(getJob, objective),
elem(Post, object),
elem(rule(unique, [Post]), rules)].

relations(job, [Employee, Post],
[rel(r6, try, apply, getJob),
rel(r7, executedBy, apply, Employee),
rel(r8, transform, apply, Post),
rel(r9, ruledBy, apply, unique)]).

rule(unique, [Post]) : −
constraint([], [instance( , job, [ , Post])]).

rule(exist, [Employee, Post]) : −
constraint([instance( , research, [Employee, ])],
[instance( , job, [ , Post])]).

decompose(apply, [instruct, ask]).
decompose(apply, [instruct, write, ask]).

pursue(john, createKnowledge).
instance(disia1, research, [john, scatPaper]).
instance(disia2, research, [paul, scatPaper]).
pursue(john, transmitKnowledge).
pursue(paul, transmitKnowledge).
instance(disia3, teaching, [john]).
instance(disia4, teaching, [paul]).
pursue(john, getJob).
pursue(paul, getJob).
instance(fdi1, job, [john, lecturer]).
instance(fdi2, job, [paul, lecturer]).
universe(ucm1, [disia1, disia2],

[john, paul, scatPaper, createKnowledge]).
universe(ucm2,

[disia1, disia2, disia3, disia4, fdi1, fdi2],
[john, paul, scatPaper, lecturer,
createKnowledge, transmitKnowledge, getJob]).

Figure 2: SCAT program for the life in the department.

a given sequence of tasks in the universe that, if performed
by their subjects, generates a state where some given prop-
erties holds. To perform the previous tests, SCAT provides
the predicate deriveSequence:

deriveSequence(State, Sequence, PosConstraints,

NegConstraints)

State represents a specific initial setting of interest in the
considered universe. PosConstraints is a list of AT enti-
ties (see Sect. 2) or instances of neighbourhoods that have
to appear in the evolution of the system from the initial
state to the final one. In the case of activities, they have
to be executed and completed (satisfying or not their objec-
tives); objectives have to be achieved; the other AT entities
have to exist in State or being produced by some completed
activity of the sequence; instances have to achieve all the ob-
jectives in their activity systems. NegConstraints is a list
of elements that must not appear or be satisfied in the se-
quence. Last, Sequence is a sequence of doings that makes
evolve the initial State to one that satisfies the constraints.
A query about simulation ending just imposes empty lists
of constraints, both positive and negative. An example of a
query about the reachability of a state is:

deriveSequence(s0, Sequence, [elem(think, action),

elem(explain, action),

elem(scatPaper, outcome)], []).

The query tries to obtain a Sequence of doings from the
initial state s0 that leads to a state where the outcome
scatPaper has been produced, and the actions think and
explain have been completed.

5. EXAMPLES OF SCAT PROGRAMS:
LIFE WITHIN THE ACADEMY

This section introduces part of a case study about life in
a university whose goal is to construct a simulator for that
setting. The current example focuses on how a person gains
merits to obtain a job in a university department. There are
two alternatives: to do research and teaching; or just teach-
ing. Departments expect that all their applicants adopt the
first option as it gives them a higher self-esteem and pres-
tige to their departments. John and Paul are two applicants
for a job. John has in his CV teaching and researching ac-
tivities, and Paul has only teaching. The simulation refers
to who will gain the position and how. Figure 2 shows the
SCAT program with three neighbourhoods (for doing re-
search, teaching, and applying to a job), and the instances
and universes for their analysis.

The neighbourhood research explains how and why a re-
searcher writes papers. Essentially, a researcher intends to
create knowledge by an activity called write that produces
a Paper. The activity write has a duration of two units
of time. There is also a simpler neighbourhood for teaching
with just one activity. The last neighbourhood explains how
the job can be gained. An employee makes merits and then
triggers the action ask. These actions make up the activity
apply. The only applicant who complete the activity gets
the job. The uniqueness is determined by the rule unique.

The two universes at the end of Fig. 2 represent potential
scenarios for the system. The universe ucm1 will tell who
actually writes the paper when John and Paul are able to



?- deriveSequence(s0, Sequence, [elem(disia1, instance)], [elem(fdi1, instance)]).

Sequence = do(doing(nil, 12, end, paul, wait, [defining(wait, paul)]),
do(doing(nil, 12, begin, paul, wait, [defining(wait, paul)]),
do(doing(nil, 11, end, john, wait, [defining(wait, john)]),
do(doing(nil, 11, begin, john, wait, [defining(wait, john)]),
do(doing(nil, 10, shot, cronos, tick, [time(3)]),
do(doing(nil, 4, end, paul, apply, [defining(job, paul, lecturer)]),
do(doing(4, 7, end, paul, ask, [defining(job, paul, lecturer)]),
do(doing(2, 9, begin, john, ask, [defining(job, john, lecturer)]),
do(doing(nil, 1, end, john, write, [defining(research, john, scatPaper)]),
do(doing(nil, 8, shot, cronos, tick, [time(2)]),
do(doing(4, 7, begin, paul, ask, [defining(job, paul, lecturer)]),
do(doing(4, 5, end, paul, instruct, [defining(teaching, paul)]),
do(doing(2, 3, end, john, instruct, [defining(teching, john)]),
do(doing(nil, 6, shot, cronos, tick, [time(1)]),
do(doing(4, 5, begin, paul, instruct, [defining(teaching, paul)]),
do(doing(nil, 4, begin, paul, apply, [defining(job, paul, lecturer)]),
do(doing(2, 3, begin, john, instruct, [defining(teaching, john)]),
do(doing(nil, 2, begin, john, apply, [defining(job, john, lecturer)]),
do(doing(nil, 1, begin, john, write, [defining(research, john, scatPaper)]), s0)...)

Figure 3: Trace generated by the execution of the SCAT program

do it. That is, who will successfully complete one of the
two instances disia1 or disia2. The initial elements avail-
able at ucm1 are the subjects, a paper to write, and the
will of creating knowledge. The second universe, i.e., ucm2,
mixes several instances where Paul and John write papers,
give lectures, and pursue a job. It tests who gets the job as
lecturer in the department by completing the instance fdi1
or fdi2. The execution would start from the subjects, a pa-
per to write, the post, the will of creating and transmitting
knowledge, and the goal of getting a job.

Figure 3 includes a query about if it is possible that an ap-
plicant with research does not obtain the job in the depart-
ment and a possible answer of the reasoning system. The
activity systems use the default behaviour for the choice of
doings. The fact that John made research corresponds to
the satisfaction of the positive constraint about the instance
disia1, while that John did not get the job is the negative
constraint about the instance fdi1. Remember from Sect. 4
that a constraint about an instance is satisfied when all the
objectives of its neighbourhoods are satisfied.

In this case, the system finds a solution for the query
that also appears in Fig. 3. The subject Paul, who does not
pursue the objective createKnowledge about doing research,
is able to get the job, as one of the alternatives to achieve
this goal just requires making teaching before asking the job.
Paul begins

do(doing(4, 5, begin, paul, instruct,

[defining(teaching, paul)])

in quantum 0 and finishes it in the next quantum, when
he also begins the activity ask. In quantum 2, he gets the
job as he satisfies all the requirements. As only one subject
can obtain the job because of the applicable rule unique
in the instance, the subject John, who teaches and does
research, loses the job. The parameters just indicate the
actual instantiation of the instances.

Another relevant issue is the flow of time. It appears as the
doings of the activity tick carried out by the subject cronos.
Finally, the execution is considered as finished when no sub-

ject (cronos excluded) can execute an activity different of
wait, which does not produce any change in the universe.
The subject Paul has satisfied his only objective with the
activity apply. The subject John has made research but he
cannot perform apply to satisfy the other objective because
of the rule unique. Thus, both of them can only perform
wait by quantum 4. This situation could be avoided sub-
stituting the rule unique by exist, which demands that the
applicant do also research.

6. INTEGRATION WITH AGENT-
ORIENTED METHODOLOGIES

Though executable, a SCAT program cannot be consid-
ered as a fully developed system. It is a resource to cap-
ture and execute activity systems at low cost, whose out-
come is knowledge about the system to be. To have a com-
plete running system, this knowledge must be integrated in
the process of a software engineering methodology. Given
that SCAT works on concepts from AT, choosing an agent-
oriented methodology makes sense. The main reason is that
the interpretation of intentionality embedded within SCAT
resembles to the BDI [2] principles. SCAT considers in its
default implementation, although it is not constrained to,
subjects that accomplish activities in order to achieve ob-
jectives.

Applying the knowledge represented by a SCAT program
in an agent-oriented methodology is done by producing a
tentative system specification following the notation of the
selected methodology. This problem has been already ad-
dressed by the authors in [8], where translations are provided
from several methodologies to the AT based language UML-
AT. Since SCAT borrows many concepts from UML-AT, it
is natural to reuse those translation facilities.

Figure 4 shows some examples of the equivalence of con-
cepts between AT and the agent-oriented methodology IN-
GENIAS [11]. The different networks of AT concepts ap-
pear on the left and their correspondences in INGENIAS to
the right. These AT concepts matches some of the ones pre-



AT INGENIAS

Activity
→/accomplishedBy/→subject
→/transform/→object
→/produce→outcome
→/try/→objective

Agent Model:
agent(subject)

→/WFResponsible/→task(activity)
→/GTPursues/→goal(objective)

Tasks and Goals Model:
task(activity)

→/GTAffects/→fact(object)
→/WFProduces/→fact(outcome)
→/GTSatisfies/→goal(objective)

Community
→/decompose/

→[subject1, subject2]

Organization Model:
group(community)→/OHasMember/

→agent(subject1)
→agent(subject2)

Figure 4: Some transformation rules from UML-AT to INGENIAS

sented when reviewing SCAT grammar in Sect. 3. These net-
works are represented as entities connected by relationships
represented with arrows labelled within ”/”. In some cases,
the same networks of elements can match several translating
networks, both from AT to the agent-oriented methodology
or vice versa. This ambiguity problem cannot be solved
trivially. It requires human assistance to determine which
translation is more appropriate in the current problem. To
save some effort, for a concrete network of AT elements and
agent-oriented methodology, the selection is made only once.

Following this mapping table, and using the developer in-
tervention to disambiguate terms, the neighbourhood with
identifier job shown in Fig. 2 can be translated to the INGE-
NIAS diagram in Fig. 5. The transformation is not complete,
since some elements from SCAT have no correspondence in
INGENIAS, like the duration predicate. In this case, this
predicate was translated as TextNotes entities, which are
free text annotations included in the diagrams.

Figure 5: Partial transformation of the SCAT pro-
gram

As expected, the size of the diagram is small since there
is a high compatibility between BDI and AT concepts. To
evaluate if the SCAT language really saves effort in the spec-
ification, we tried to make the program in Fig. 2 progressing
towards a prototype with the INGENIAS Agent Framework
(IAF). The first table, labelled as Result in Fig. 6, shows
stats about the number of entities and relationships of the
initial translation to INGENIAS. Notice that some original
elements can be translated several times because different
rules from the mapping provide different interpretations for
them. This initial translation is not directly executable. It
is a valid INGENIAS specification but its inconsistencies

and the lack of certain elements make that the IAF can-
not generate code for it. So a quick refactoring is made
with the initial specification in order to remove all errors.
In the initial translation to INGENIAS, the total amount
of elements, entities or relationships, summed up to 28 el-
ements. After making it IAF compatible, the specification
size increased to 43 elements. Further application of the
INGENIAS methodology - the definition of the deployment,
external components for paper writing and application de-
liver, code associated to tasks - lead to 66 elements, an even
greater increment. Given that INGENIAS has a quick im-
plementation stage due to its code generation facilities, these
figures and effort can be considered as a low limit to build
a prototype for agent-oriented methodologies. It should be
expected even wider differences with other methodologies
less supported by tools.

Finally, remarking that though INGENIAS has been con-
sidered in this section, SCAT could be translated to other
methodologies due to its roots in AT. Work made in agent
model integration with AT in [9] justifies this statement.

7. RELATED WORK
The production of requirements specifications has been

considered in the agent literature. This section focuses on
two works highly related with early requirements specifica-
tion, goal operationalization in KAOS and Formal Tropos.

Using the KAOS methodology, executing the requirements
specification is studied as the operationalization of goals in
[17]. This operationalization adds similar features to the
work presented here with some remarks. A SCAT program
is executable by itself. However, [17] requires defining ad-
ditional information, like the preconditions and postcondi-
tions of the operations required to achieve the goals. On
the other hand, the verification of properties in SCAT is
made with a basic searching algorithm, whereas [17] bases
on model checking tools. The animation of the execution is
made graphically in [17] by means of goal state machines in-
tended to express the operation descriptions. The research
in this paper depends on the Prolog facilities to animate the
specification. Therefore, the user can inspect the current
evaluation of the different variables and the incorporation
of new terms to clauses.

Formal Tropos [10] permits precise definitions of systems
with time-based predicates about their behaviour. Model
checking based tools are used to inspect this formal specifi-



Result
Name Times
Agent 2

FrameFact 2
GTAffects 1
GTPursues 1
GTSatisfies 2

Goal 2
Role 4
Task 4

TextNote 2
WFDecomposes 1

WFPlays 4
WFProduces 1

WFResponsable 2

Refactorized
Name Times
Agent 2

FrameFact 6
GTModifies 1
GTPursues 1
GTSatisfies 4

Goal 2
Role 4
Task 4

TextNote 2
WFConsumes 6

WFDecomposes 1
WFPlays 4

WFProduces 2
WFResponsable 4

Figure 6: Some transformation statistics for the overall universe

cation in order to verify the satisfaction of properties. On
the other side, SCAT does not require including reasoning
about time while specifying the system. Time is considered
only during the execution. This makes a SCAT program
simpler than a Formal Tropos specification. At the same
time, it could be argued that Formal Tropos is more expres-
sive than SCAT, at least in what refers to time aspects.

8. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has shown the application of SCAT, a frame-

work for the analysis of activity systems, to early require-
ments gathering and validation. SCAT allows the quick
specification of models of the systems under study. With
little information, users are able to run simulations of the
expected behaviour according to the AT, and checking hy-
pothesis by means of their models.

Validation of requirements is achieved by checking the re-
sults obtained with simulations. These simulations can be
used as well to determine if some states can be reached or
not. It is assumed that the final validation happens as a
result of confirming with customers the appropriateness of
the simulation behaviour.

The SCAT specification can be later on translated to other
methodologies for development. As an example, this pa-
per has presented some results applied to the INGENIAS
methodology. Nevertheless, SCAT can be translated to oth-
ers, as proves some seminal work made in model integration
with AT [9]. This translation has also been useful to show
that SCAT specifications can provide simulation and verifi-
cation with less effort then the required to build a prototype
in an agent-oriented methodology, despite of the extensive
tool support of INGENIAS.

The current model of SCAT has some limitations. The
first one refers to its non-monotonic reasoning due to Pro-
log, which does not guarantee an answer to a query in finite
time and hinders scalability of SCAT programs. To prevent
this, model checking techniques are being studied. The idea
is to transform a SCAT program into a suitable input for a
model checking engine. Secondly, the specification of com-
plex systems is still a tedious work subject to errors, as it
needs many predicates. Here, we are working in the inte-
gration between SCAT and UML-AT modelling tools. Our
purpose is to provide customized graphic modelling tools for

SCAT. The last limitation emerges from the trace of the exe-
cution of universes. The state of a universe according to the
SC is a chain of actions from an initial state. These traces
become difficult to study very soon in the execution. New
predicates will be added to SCAT to simplify the analysis
of states in order to solve common queries. Besides, tools to
animate specifications are being considered.
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